
 
After witnessing Claude Monet’s Impression, soleil levant or Impression, 
Sunrise, Impressionism in 1874 the art critic Louis Leroy coined the 
term Impressionism for the emerging art movement of the time 
which centered around light and its changing qualities along with 
movement as central to human perception.  It gave rise to a 
parallel cultural wave among turn of the century composers in 
Paris and beyond.  While Debussy rejected the label it stuck.  
Indeed he is considered an arch architect of its seductive style. 

Tonality, rhythmic texture, and chromatic ornamentation 
become the central means by which musical compositions  evoke 
an emotional or psychological state.  Emotion becomes the subject,  
becoming in essence what would be in painting the light.  

Works on tonight’s program are as heavily centered on the palette of the piano as they 
are on the voice. Individually they compose miniature worlds unto themselves.   
Fauré’s iconic Après un Rêve sets the stage for a world in which the artist has awoken from a 
wrenchingly beautiful dream.  He implores the dream to return so as to give him back its lies.  But 
we are already awake in the harsh light of reality and are led to the languid movement of  Fauré’s 
2nd cello sonata.   Commissioned to be performed by cellist Gérard Hekking and pianist Alfred 
Cortot at Les Invalides on the 100th anniversary of Napoleon’s death,  the Andante’s doleful pliant 
lyricism wrenches out harmonic permutation after permutation as if trying revive a moribund 
love obsession. 
 All of the composers on this program were virtuosos of the keyboard.  Debussy’s towering 
technique is in evidence not only in the solo piano works, but in select songs as well.  Sparkling 
unbridled cascades of color reign down like pearls in Il pleure dans mon coeur / It rains in my heart, 
evoking the saturated beauty of rainy melancholy Paris.  In the others we see flashes of 
despondence, obsession, anxiety and pure joyous fantasy.  

While La Puerta del Vino /the Gate of Wine brings us to Spain exposing conflicting elements 
of love and violence, La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune shines with a nocturnal sense in the 
moonlit atmosphere in which an exotic far-Eastern character is much in display.   L'isle Joyeuse 
inspired by Watteau's painting L'Embarquement de Cythera depicts a happy group of revelers 
departing for the mythical island of Cythera in the Mediterranean, birthplace of Venus, 
the goddess of  love.   

Sweeping swaths of melodic inspiration permeate Rachmaninoff’s singular voice, but it is 
his uncanny unique chromatic ornamentation that raises his work to a universal platform, to the 
pantheon of beloved great composers.  Among the over 100 deeply personal poetic songs we have 
chosen a few of the great Russian odes beloved by Slavs the world over and a few that reflect 
Rachmaninoff’s personal relationship to Nature and the 
expression of being.  Rachmaninoff’s molten prelude in classic 
aria da capo - ABÀ form rounds out the set. 
 The program ends mischievously with a revelatory set 
by Arnold Schoenberg.  Revelatory by way of revealing a 
compositional command few associate with the father of the 
Second Viennese School, the riotous mischief maker of 
atonalism!  These are a bouquet of almost Brahmsian 
harmonic depth in which brothel, carnival, cabaret and charm 
are woven into one.  Here Schoenberg settles the score once 
and for all, tossing off classical forms with command, panache 
and inventive joie de vivre.  Each distinguishes itself from the 
other with a twisted moral imperative or sensual joke which 
titillates in these singularly Austrian waltzes and grown-up 
lullabies. (Playing cards painted by Arnold Schoenberg.) 
 


